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Elden Ring is an action RPG for the PlayStation 4 developed by Bluepoint Games and published by Sony Computer Entertainment. It will launch globally in 2019. The fate of the
Lands Between hangs on your choice as a new, solo Hero. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the

Lands Between. Freely customize your character’s appearance and gain new weapons, armor, and magic. Tear through the three-dimensional world of the Lands Between and
unravel the mystery behind your Goddess. The world awaits your arrival. Key Features ■ Crafted by Bluepoint Games Elden Ring is developed by Bluepoint Games, the same

studio that has created action games such as MLB the Show 17 and MLB The Show 17: The Show. ■ Unique Online Play This action RPG features an online component that lets
you meet up with other players and search for and join guilds. ■ Three-Dimensional World Elden Ring takes place in the Lands Between, which is a fantasy world that has been
opened up by the Tree of Life. ■ Multiplayer You can directly connect with up to three other players in synchronous and asynchronous multiplayer. ■ Asynchronous Online Play

In addition to singleplayer, the game also supports an asynchronous online element where you can freely talk with others. ■ Customize your Gameplay Experience Thanks to the
diverse customizability of your equipment, you can freely change the way you play. ABOUT BLUEPOINT GAMES Bluespoint Games is a game studio established in 2006 by Makoto

Koide. The studio’s goal is to produce high-quality games with all-new IPs and to be a force in the entertainment industry. As of August 2018, the company was composed of
approximately 50 employees. Through our business model, we make games that we want to play. By designing highly polished games, the company has established a reputation

in the entertainment industry, such as Final Fantasy XV, Final Fantasy Explorers, and Final Fantasy XV Waranten. Visit the company website at and

Features Key:
Free-to-play. Start playing the game without any purchases, and enjoy it in the Free Mode.

Equip your character with various weapons, armor, and healing items, and unleash your strength into the Lands Between.
Design and customize your character to fit your play style.

Form a party in the game, then collect special items across the world. For example, complete special quests or take a chance at exploring new areas.
Explore various areas in the world and face challenging enemies. There is also a random trial system.

Assemble your party and forge new alliances to overcome difficult enemies and reach the next goal. Form a party by arranging up to 4 characters on your party.
Obtain "Belongings" by playing mini-games in the world. Need a special item? Only a rare "Belonging" that you get during mini-games can give you that item and can provide new abilities.

Pay close attention to the game elements around you and succeed in your quest for better gaming experience.
Hit pre-introduction area screen view screens on the game's main page, and download.

Get it now!

MAIN FEATURES

A detailed, immersive world that is rich with charm and inviting gameplay.
In addition to quests and multiplayer, free mode, which offers a wider range of gameplay possibilities.
Collect various items using the Temple of Trials or the free-to-play item shop.
For the first time in South Korean RPG history, the game enables a high level of character customization.
Frightful monsters out of a mythological world make the game memorable.
Easy and fun of play. Intensive play makes you stronger.
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A fantasy action RPG with a multiplayer online element that has been designed to smoothly connect the player with others. Map View (Up to 5 Friends Online, Chat and Search
Functions) SYSTEM OVERVIEW ELDEN RING game: Development of the game is underway to establish a system that will provide the best possible play experience, and will
ensure long-term support and reliability. • A World Where Time Feels Reversible A world where the past and present are fused together, and time and space are lost. • A Brand-
new Fantasy Online Game Engine A brand new fantasy RPG game engine that will provide an exciting experience by maintaining freedom and limitations that are fitting of a
fantasy RPG. In this age, countless technologies are spreading through the world like wildfire. Nearly every human on this planet is wearing a watch and ever-growing number of
smart phones. On one hand, these technologies have brought about great convenience to our everyday lives, while on the other, they are turning us into slaves of time. We no
longer have a sense of time, but are separated from our natural environment and a sense of time and space are lost. In addition, technology has accelerated the flow of time
from the past to the future. The generation gap between the living and the dead has turned into a widening rift. Therefore, in this devastated world, we need to embrace time
and meet once again with the long-dead. The people that died in an accident or from illness are people of the past. We need to restore our memories and visit them in an effort
to overcome their deaths. The World of Elden Ring is a brand-new fantasy world in which time and space have been reversed. The Lands Between are home to numerous fantasy
lands, and our protagonist, a future prospect that has just lost his parents, embarks on a journey, seeking to reconnect with the past and restore the missing memories. The
protagonist also meets other deceased people who also lost their memories, and they work together in an effort to restore the truth. CUPE: THE REINCARNATION CUPE: THE
REINCARNATION is the battle that took place between the Goddesses of Time and Space to determine who would win the battle to revive humanity. Struggling to recover from
the devastation caused by this
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What's new in Elden Ring:

Ⅻ THE CUBESKENEDMAZE 

・Animation
・Graphics
・A World Traveled Together
・Mind-Blowing Graphics and Bang (スカウト)

・Throughout the Japanese Borders, a huge number of specialists compete vigorously, creating a wide variety of content.
WE ARE MOVING!
Within three years, Cubescened Maze has undergone tremendous development.
A location to which you can travel together with your friends.
・A huge number of content to enjoy with your friends
Each floor is filled with delicious surprises that players have traveled here from all over the country.
・Players from all over Japan are gathering, exchanging special techniques and evolutions to fight. 

Get your face on the TV screen! The same smash-hit game is now receiving a live-streaming event from the popular online game site "Cluster"!!
Since they received a huge amount of requests, they also received requests from our company. A question about the department "Elder Hood (HI-RIS)" is proposed.
Can Hi-RIS watch a live-stream? Take a survey of the "Watching it non-stop" that the Elder Hood wants to host! Included in the event will be scenes filmed by the streamer's team along with
live commentary and other content. In case you are interested in participating in the live stream, participants from the confirmation registration site can instantly play (7/13 15:00) (UR for
free) and answer the survey.
Participate in the live streaming event with your own face! The event will last 1 month but should you enjoy the event, feel free to ask for a review from the channel commissioner's team!
・Features
14 different poses for full expression
2 face box plates each with 12 volume options
ボケット顔パターン
・Play
Cue the person's face at the start of each song, dance, or walk.
Face box animation
Turn to see the face of the person next to you and see each of the 14 smiles: beat, hi-key, blank, and so on.
・Shop
Choose from the face box cutter to go with the face you choose, and then also products and
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Q: How to save a datagridview from code-behind in a.csv file with C# I am trying to save a datagridview from code behind to a.csv file, but I get this error:
ArgumentOutOfRangeException: Argument '1' is out of range. Parameter name: index My code is: int i = datagridview1.Rows.Count; string[]
apattern={"1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","10","11","12","13","14","15"}; int id; int n, j; StreamWriter sw; TextWriter tw; System.IO.StreamWriter sw2; System.IO.TextWriter
tw2; sw2 = System.IO.File.CreateText(file); tw2 = sw2; sw2.Write(File.ReadAllText(file)); for (id=1; id
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Elden Ring:

Licensed  Attribution Non Commercial Share Alike
Uncompressed  Free Retr0gam3 N3scriv3
OR  Special YouTube Edition

For more info:
Crowdie.co.kr :
Bungie Beta Gameplay 4 months ago [New Gameplay from Bungie]

It's Not Gameplay You've Come To Expect...
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Supported OS: Mac OS 10.9 or later 10.9 or later Linux 32-bit 2.6.18 or later 2.6.18 or later Windows 32-bit 10.0 or later CPU: Intel i5 - 2.5 GHz - 2.5 GHz AMD Athlon - 2.6 GHz or
faster - 2.6 GHz or faster AMD Phenom - 2.3 GHz or faster - 2.3 GHz or faster Core 2 Duo - 2.6 GHz or faster
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